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West German historians such as Ernst Nolte and Hans-Peter Schwarz
are all too keen to portray the history of the GDR as the history of a
Soviet protectorate. The renaissance of the totalitarian paradigm after
1989 has led to often crude and simplistic equations of an allegedly
‘Stalinist’ GDR with the Nazi period in German history. Talk of coming
to terms with the second German dictatorship has filled the columns of
the quality newspapers for more than eight years now. Whilst such
comparisons serve the clear function of delegitimizing and demonizing
the GDR (as well as stamping out the contemporary Ostalgie which
emerged in East Germany only after reunification), they contribute
little to a deeper understanding of GDR history. As Eric Weitz
demonstrates in his compelling tour de force covering one hundred
years of German Communism, the GDR had strong roots in German
history and in particular in the history of the German labour movement
and the German Communist Party (KPD) in Weimar.
In the first chapter of his book Weitz demonstrates how employers
and the state in Imperial Germany used a mixture of repression
(factory codes, dismissals) and social welfare (company housing;
company and state pensions; sickness funds; urban reform) to keep
working-class discontent at bay. Especially through the system of
factory and mine inspectors – which often protected workers from the
worst excesses of the capitalist system of production – the state sought
to construct a loyal and disciplined workforce. Yet the continued
dangerous working conditions, long hours, poor pay, bleak housing,
rising inflation, and the non-recognition of workers as citizens led to
working-class unrest which found expression in ‘repertoires of
resistance’, such as strikes, demonstrations (for example, against the
Prussian three-class franchise), and various forms of everyday obstinacy
at the workplace and in the neighbourhoods (such as changing jobs,
manipulating piecework systems, violence, sabotage, and theft). A
fundamental sense of suffering from an unjust political and economic
system made some workers join the SPD. Weitz analyses the Social
Democratic languages of class and gender and provides a vivid
description of the Social Democratic subculture, arguing that the
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world of pre-war Social Democracy, in particular its statist orientation
and its cult of militant struggle, provided the foundations on which the
KPD could build in Weimar Germany.
Yet, as Weitz demonstrates in chapter two, the First World War and
the German revolution of 1918-19 brought a new quality to the meaning
of the struggle for working-class emancipation. In the war the state
took more direct control over labour issues than ever before, and when
things began to go wrong, the state in conjunction with employers
found itself the main target of working-class protests. The examples of
Krupp at Essen and the BASF works at Leuna serve to highlight the
explosive mixture of straightforward repression and social welfare
which characterized the attitude of employers and the state towards
the workforce during the First World War. It was in the context of the
war-time strikes and other acts of working-class resistance that the
Spartakists began to prepare for revolution. Interestingly, Weitz
perceives Rosa Luxemburg as providing some of the key ideological
foundations for both the KPD and the Socialist Unity Party (SED) (p.
79). Given the fact that for a long time her full writings were not even
available in the GDR (despite the obligatory annual demonstrations
for the martyrs of German Communism) one would surely want to add
that it was a very selective Luxemburg who was celebrated by German
Communists. As Weitz himself says, Leninism and increasingly
Stalinism came to shape the outlook of the KPD in the 1920s. The Civil
War which raged through various parts of Germany between 1918 and
1920 produced a decisive defeat for German Communism and cemented
the (often permanent) alienation between radicalized workers and
Social Democrats, as the latter had shown little hesitation in deploying
the army and paramilitary right-wing Freikorps against armed workers
attempting to push the social revolution further.
A mass German Communist Party emerged only after the left wing
of the Independent Social Democrats (USPD) joined the KPD in October
1920, and it is the analysis of that party and its culture which is at the
centre of chapters three to seven. Chapter three presents what is
probably the least convincing argument of the book, namely that the
(M)SPD joined the forces of the old order in a ‘coalition of order’
against Communism. Weitz’s reasoning here comes close to adopting
the Manichaean view of the Weimar KPD which depicted the workingclass struggle in the light of a similar two-camp theory: on the one side
of the barricade the Communists challenging bourgeois society, and on
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the other bourgeois society – of which the SPD becomes a part after
1918 – attempting to deny working-class aspirations. Whilst the SPD
might be described in W. H. Maehl’s words as the ‘champion of the first
German republic’, the Social Democrats remained alienated from nonworking-class milieux in the Weimar Republic. Social Democrats often
enough found themselves frozen out by those whom they wanted to
regard as their allies. In many localities during the 1920s the divided
labour movement milieu still had more in common than the Social
Democrats and the bürgerliche world. Class was a fundamental experience
of workers which, pace Heinrich August Winkler, significantly limited
the prospect of any of the working-class parties developing into a
genuine cross-class catch-all party before 1933. The workers supporting
the SPD felt the ‘bare realities of exploitation and deprivation’ (p. 245)
often in a different but rarely less hurtful way than the workers
supporting the KPD (at least before 1929). The Communist-Social
Democratic split often went right through families with the older
generation supporting the Social Democrats and their sons (and less
frequently daughters) more likely to support the Communists.
Chapters four to seven are the most interesting in the book. They
provide the reader with an in-depth analysis of the Communist factory
cells (chapter four), Communist street politics (chapter five), Communist
perceptions of gender (chapter six), and the forging of a Communist
party culture (chapter seven). Communists sought to encourage
workplace-based protests wherever possible. They saw them as
opportunities to raise the class-consciousness of workers and hence to
pave the way for a successful revolution. However, as Weitz argues
convincingly, the KPD faced formidable difficulties. First, many workers
reacted unwillingly to Communist attempts to politicize strikes, acts of
sabotage, theft, piecework calculations, or job shirking. Secondly, the
party’s own strategies sabotaged its successes. Especially during the
‘third period’, the KPD attacked reformist trade unionists and socalled ‘conciliators’ in its own ranks, thereby purging some of its most
experienced cadres and losing what (sometimes considerable) influence
they had over the local branches of powerful unions such as the Social
Democratic miners’ and metalworkers’ unions. Thirdly, employers
were quick to seize on every opportunity to victimize and dismiss
known Communists from the factories. Increasingly during the second
half of the 1920s the KPD became the party of the unemployed and
hence, emphasis began to shift from the factories to the neighbourhoods.
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Workplace politics was replaced by street politics. In a subtle analysis
of the way in which the constant street battles forged Communist
identities, Weitz stresses that combat and militant, even militaristic
activism became the very essence of Weimar Communism accentuating
in particular the masculine character of the movement. This leads to an
extremely persuasive analysis of the ways in which the KPD constructed
a highly gendered party culture which found little support amongst
women, despite the fact that no other party in the Weimar Republic
argued more consistently for the complete emancipation of women in
all spheres of life. The image of the militaristic and active male member
of the Red Front Fighters’ League contrasted sharply with the depiction
of women primarily as ‘objects of sympathy and pathos’ (p. 205). In
stark contrast to the idealization of the male factory proletariat, there
was little appreciation of women’s issues, and the emergence of an
autonomous women’s politics was resisted even where the KPD
championed women’s causes such as in the Communist-led campaign
against the prohibition of abortion. In its language, images, metaphors,
and songs the KPD emerged as an association of battle-hardened,
class-conscious, internationally-minded proletarians committed to the
defence of the Soviet Union and the revolution.
Chapter eight moves from Weimar Communism to a brief but
succinct account of the Communist experience under National Socialism
and Communist exile in the Soviet Union. The failure of the party’s
policies of mass resistance as well as its difficulties in forging a ‘popular
front’ with Social Democrats are perceptively analysed before the
importance of the specifically German roots of the history of the GDR
is discussed in chapters nine and ten. Chapter nine analyses the
constant interplay between ‘the politics of intransigence’ and ‘the
politics of gradualism’ amongst leading SED cadres in the years 1945
to 1949. According to Weitz, two hearts were beating in the breasts of
many Communists in the immediate post-war period: one which
aimed at the forging of a popular front in which the building of
socialism would become a distant aim, and one in which the
Communists seized all power and would begin to build a socialist
system along Soviet lines. It was the Cold War which tilted the balance
in favour of the ‘politics of intransigence’. However, as Weitz
emphasizes, in the immediate post-war period as well as during the
forty-year existence of the GDR, Communist policies were never based
only on repression (although they came to rely on repression to a
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substantial degree); they also rested on an always contested but not
totally unsuccessful attempt to legitimize the ‘second German state’.
As Weitz shows in chapter ten, workers in the GDR, especially in its
early years, experienced considerable social mobility. The regime’s
‘ideology of productivism’ (p. 363) gave pride of place to the working
class. Whilst the regime sought to construct a diligent and disciplined
working class through the propagation of profoundly conservative
cultural values and its own brand of ‘socialist nationalism’, some of its
social and economic policies proved genuinely popular, for example,
the egalitarian educational programmes, and the extensive maternalist
social welfare programmes. Whilst the SED thus successfully depoliticized wide sections of the working class, it time and again needed
to resort to brutal repression of protests, strikes, and unrest, notably in
1953 and between 1956 and 1958. However, compared with other East
European Communist states, the legitimacy of the SED state remained
relatively uncontested in the public sphere, not least, as Weitz argues,
because of the added dimension of the ‘German question’, the deep
divide between workers and intellectuals, and the fact that the SED
state claimed to represent the anti-fascist tradition in German history.
In a brief conclusion to his book, Weitz defends the claim that what took
place in the GDR in 1989 was in fact a genuine revolution and should
not be denigrated as a mere ‘catching-up revolution’ (Jürgen Habermas).
The citizens’ movement in the GDR was seeking a ‘third way’ between
the liberal capitalist order of the FRG and the state socialism of the
GDR. Whilst Weitz leaves few doubts that the epoch of Communism
definitely came to an end in 1989, the reader is left to ponder whether
the vision of the citizens’ movement in the GDR as one which sought
to establish a civil society combining liberal constitutional values with
a de-centred and particularist understanding of politics will form the
utopia of tomorrow.
Weitz’s book is brimming with new insights and complex, fascinating
arguments, many of which are extremely convincing. It is clearly
structured, well written and illustrated, and in an ecclectic manner
makes good use of the considerable literature on the political and social
history of German Communism as well as the history of everyday life
and the poststructuralist concern for discursive practices. It is at its
most original where it can draw on the author’s valuable micro-studies
of the Communist milieu in the Ruhr and in Prussian Saxony (that is,
the Halle-Merseburg region). Overall, Eric Weitz has written a book
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that will be read with great benefit by both specialists on German
Communism and lay readers with an interest in the history of the
German left in the twentieth century.
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